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The Climate Solutions Paradox

We know enough.

We know nothing.
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WHAT WE KNOW
+1-4ft likely

+10ft possible

source:  National Climate 
Assessment, 2018
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WHAT WE DON’T KNOW
Thanksgiving Day, 2018 
flooding in Savannah not 
predicted.
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“Blue sky flooding”



Global sea level rise scenarios

future sea level rise rates depend on:
1) our emissions pathway
2) response of the ice sheets to warming
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Figure 8. This study’s six representative GMSL rise scenarios for 2100 (6 colored lines) relative to historical geological, tide 
gauge and satellite altimeter GMSL reconstructions from 1800–2015 (black and magenta lines; as in Figure 3a) and central 
90% conditional probability ranges (colored boxes) of RCP-based GMSL projections of recent studies (Church et al., 2013a; 
Kopp et al., 2014; 2016a; Slangen et al., 2014; Grinsted et al., 2015; Mengel et al., 2016). These central 90% probability 
ranges are augmented (dashed lines) by the difference between the median Antarctic contribution of Kopp et al. (2014) 
probabilistic GMSL/RSL study and the median Antarctic projections of DeConto and Pollard (2016), which have not yet 
been incorporated into a probabilistic assessment of future GMSL. (A labeling error in the x-axis was corrected on January 
30, 2017).  

Table 4. Probability of exceeding GMSL (median value) scenarios in 2100 based upon Kopp et al. (2014).   

GMSL rise Scenario RCP2.6 RCP4.5 RCP8.5 
Low (0.3 m) 94% 98% 100% 
Intermediate-Low (0.5 m) 49% 73% 96% 
Intermediate (1.0 m) 2% 3% 17% 
Intermediate-High (1.5 m) 0.4% 0.5% 1.3% 
High (2.0 m) 0.1% 0.1% 0.3% 
Extreme (2.5 m) 0.05% 0.05% 0.1% 

 

5.2 GMSL Rise Rates this Century and Rise Beyond 2100 

Though the GMSL rise scenarios are primarily framed for overall changes occurring by 2100, it is 
important to recognize that GMSL rise will not stop at 2100; rather, it will continue to rise for 
centuries afterwards (Levermann et al., 2013; Kopp et al., 2014). By 2200, the 0.3–2.5 m range 
spanned by the six GMSL rise scenarios increases to 0.4–9.7 m, as shown in Table 5. It can be seen 
(Figure 8) that deceleration of GMSL occurs under the Low scenario with only slight increases 
through 2200. Continued acceleration is modest under the Intermediate-Low scenario and pronounced 
under all other scenarios (Table 6). The amount of GMSL rise by 2200 does not necessarily represent 
the maximum physically possible contributions from ice-sheet, ice-cliff or ice-shelf feedback 
processes, which, as discussed in section 3, may significantly increase contributions to overall GMSL 
rise amounts (DeConto and Pollard, 2016).  

Sweet et al., 2017
Fourth National Climate Assessment, 2018

green = aggressive mitigation
yellow = less mitigation
red = little to no mitigation
(current trajectory)



Ft. Pulaski - Georgia’s only 
NOAA tide gauge

local sea level has risen by +10” in 85yrs



SMART
SEA LEVEL SENSORS

http://sealevelsensors.org
real-time data

hyperlocal forecasts
resilience planning tools
education & awareness



Harambee House
Citizens for 

Environmental Justice



43 sensors
12 gateways



gateway device:
- roughly $1,500
- 1 to 4 mile range
- can serve hundreds of 
sensors
- needs internet, power

goal:
provide backbone for 
diverse IoT applications



Comparing two GT sensors
with Ft. Pulaski NOAA gauge

average residuals between GT sensors and Ft. Pulaksi = less than 1”, maximum 6”



Where we are
making 3-day forecasts with 
high-resolution ocean model,
comparing with sensor data streams



Coastal Water and 

Ocean Model

Urban Flooding Models 

with Infrastructure

Regional Atmosphere & 

Land Hydrology Model

Di Lorenzo, Pinardi et al

Where we are going
integrated forecasts of
compound risk

decision
support
tools for
planning



A 10m resolution computational grid

The Grid



Matthew

September 5, 2019

October 8, 2016

Hurricane hits city 
of SavannahDorian 

Hurricane hits city 
of Savannah

October 8, 2016

September 5, 2019

Savannah Model Forecast 
Tide Gauge Data
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Wind Speed & Direction

Two similar hurricane hits, two opposite responses on the Georgia coast?

MODEL OBSERVATIONS

Model simulations of Hurricanes 
Matthew and Dorian reproduce 
observed flood levels to within 1ft



Transdisciplinary research
is messy

is not taught

is poorly funded

is the most promising
avenue for real-world
climate solutions



ASK
LISTEN

ASK
LISTEN
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LISTEN

DO
ASK

LISTEN
ASK

LISTEN
APOLOGIZE

Transdisciplinary research
is messy

is not taught

is poorly funded

is the most promising
avenue for real-world
climate solutions



Who is not at the table?



Southeast in the bullseye 
of climate change impacts



last 6 months
collaboration
with Harambee
House, local
environmental
justice org

targets
air quality,
temperature,
starting with 
K-12 schools



Community &
Governmental

Partners
Harambee House
City of Savannah

CEMA

Research
Team

Georgia Tech
Kennesaw State
Savannah State

K-12
schools

PTA

Hudson Hill 
Bayview, Woodville

Communities

School 
Board

Parents Teachers

- Maproom
sessions

- Student                   
projects

- Workshops

GIS data & maps

IoT sensors
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Research
Products/Impact

A transdisciplinary 
research framework 
for local climate
solutions



”Map Room”
Yanni Loukissas
LMC, Georgia Tech

Nick Deffley
City of Savannah



Jenkins High School Partnership
• assemble and test 30 sea level sensors
• redesigned sensor housing
• curriculum written by the students



Middle school curriculum
• developed by Prof. Alex Robel and Jayma Koval (CEISMC)
• webinars for teachers available online at:
https://secoora.org/education-outreach/sea-level-rise-curriculum/



President Emeritus Wayne Clough
Honorary Chair

To empower and equip students to 
identify, design, and implement 
solutions to global-scale problems

To accelerate Georgia’s capacity as
an incubator for scaleable climate 
solutions

Kim Cobb
Director

globalchange.gatech.edu

http://globalchange.gatech.edu/


Summary remarks

Low-cost sensors can provide hyper-local data on 
climate impacts that are an excellent fit for citizen 
science programs and deep engagement, while 
enabling a new set of data-driven tools for stakeholders 
and decision-makers.

Transdisciplinary research is an emerging ”climate 
solution”, but it requires support from institutions, a 
sustained commitment from researchers, and a focus on 
training the next generation (better).


